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The conditions on a ring R that will force subsets of R that are maximal with 
respect to certain properties (e.g., the commutative property) to have large 
cardinality are examined. Although these investigations were brought about by the 
study of groups, the only result concerning groups is that the adjoint group G of an 
infinite nil ring has an abelian subgroup A such that 2”” > ICI. 
This paper continues the work of [ 1 1 and 12 1, but is essentially 
independent of them. We examine conditions on a ring R which will force 
subsets of R which are maximal with respect to certain properties (e.g., the 
commutative property) to have large cardinality. Although these 
investigations were brought about by the study of groups, the only result 
concerning groups is (Corollary 2) that the adjoint group G of an infinite nil 
ring has an abelian subgroup A such that 2’,” > / Gl. 
Corollary 2 was previously announced in [3 1. Let R be a ring. If S c R; 
then ISI is the cardinality of S; (S) is the ring generated by S; arm(S) = 
jrERlrs=sr=O,sES). 
The cofinality of an ordinal K, cf(K), is the first cardinal 2 such that K is 
the sum of 2 smaller ordinals; K* is the first cardinal greater than K; K is a 
regular cardinal if cf(K) = K and singular otherwise: I?(K) is the initial 
ordinal of cardinality K; and Q(N,) = w,. A stationary subset of w,, is a 
subset which meets every closed unbounded subset. 
A (nilpotent) ring R has index of nilpotence m + 1 if a,,~, ... a,, = 0 for 
all a,,..., a, E R. A ring R is nil if for each a E R there exists an n such that 
a” = 0. The adjoint group of the nil ring R is the group (R, .) with a b = 
a + b + ab for a, b E R. A subset S of a ring R has property PI, (2 < u 6 w) 
if for all a. b E S with a # b, a . b = 0 and for all a E S there exists an PI < LI 
*‘The major portion of this work was done while the author was on the faculty of the 
University of Colorado at Denver. 
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such that a”+ ’ = 0. For convenience, we say S has property P,, , if it is a 
commutative set. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be an infinite nil ring and let S be a subset which is 
maximal with the property P, (3 < a < w). Then 2”’ > 1 R 1. 
Proof: Clearly 0 E S. Let a E arm(S). Let k be the least positive integer 
such that ak E S. If k > 1, we must have (akp’)n # 0 since ah-’ 6C S. Since 
aki’=O,wemusthaveak-a~kwhichleadstok~1+(l/(a-1)).Thus 
k = 1 and arm(S) z S. 
Suppose X is a subset of R with /XI = I R I. Let /XS U SXI = K. Put an 
equivalence relation - on X such that a - b if and only if as = bs and 
sa = sb for all s E S. Suppose K’~’ < 1 RI. The number, 1, of equivalence 
classes is at most the number of 1 SI element sequences in h:. Thus 
A<K'~" <IRl, so if ISI <lRI some infinite equivalence class T has larger 
cardinality than 1 S /. Since (a - b)s = 0 = s(a - b) for all a, b E T and s E S, 
1 ann( > ISI, a contradiction. Hence K'~' > lR I. We have shown 
if IS/<IRi and /Xl=lRl and IXSUSXI<K, 
then K’~’ >lRl. (“1 
Now suppose 2’“’ < 1 R 1 where R is a counterexample of !smallest 
cardinality. Suppose T is an infinite subset of R. If I Tl < I R 1, then by the 
minimality of IRI, 2”’ > I(T, S>l Z 1 Tl. Suppose /Xl = lR 1 and 
IXSUSXI <IRl. If SXUXS is infinite, lXSUSX/<2”;’ and by (*), 
2’“’ = (2’“‘)‘.\“ > IRl. If SXUXS is finite, (*) again gives 2’“’ > IHI. Thus 
for all X such that IX = /R 1, IXS U SX/ = /R I. We define sequences of sets, 
(Xi) and {Y;} such that X, = R, Y, = RSU SR, Xi+, = Yi, and Yi, , = 
xi*,susxi+,. Clearly by induction, 1 Y, 1 = I R / for all i > 1. But an easy 
computation shows that Y2”+’ = (0). This contradiction proves that 
2’s’ > lRl. 
COROLLARV 2. The adjoint group G of an infinite nil ring R has an 
abelian subgroup A such that 2”” > /Cl. 
ProoJ: Let S be a subset of R maximal with respect to the property P?. If 
A is the group generated by S, then Theorem 1 implies that 2! I’ > I cfl. It is 
clear that A is abelian. 
PROBLEM 1. If G is an infinite subgroup of the adjoint group of a nil 
ring. does G have an abelian subgroup A such that 2”’ > IGI? 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be an infinite nilpotent ring and let S be a subset 
which is maximal with the property P,( 3 < u < w + 1). Then 2’“’ > 1 R 1. 
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ProoJ If S is maximal with the property P, or P,, i, then it is easy to 
see that arm(S) z S. The corollary follows by mimicking the proof of 
Theorem’ 1, using the nilpotency of R at the last. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be an infinite nil ring of characteristic n # 0 and let 
S be a subset which is maximal with the property PI. Then 2’“’ > 1 R 1. 
Proof: If S is maximal with the property Pz. then S is a subring. By 
Theorem 1, if 2’“’ < ]R 1, then there exist an infinite SX S such that S is 
maximal with the property P, and 1 S] > S. Since 3’ G S, there exists U & S 
and tES with /U]>lS] and for each aEU, a’=t. Now if 
{a,, a2,..., a,)&U, then (a,+a,+...+a,)‘=nt=O, so a,+a?+...+ 
a, E S. It follows that {a ~ b / a, b E U) s S, contradicting 1 S 1 < ] Ul. This 
proves the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let V be any Q vector space. Let (e, I a > 0) be a basis for 
V and define multiplication on R = V @I (e,) by e, e4 = 0 if a # 8, ei = e, if 
a>O, and ei=O. If x=CnaO c,e,ER, ~~=(C~,,~c~)e,fO unless 
x E (e,). Thus (e,) is maximal with the property P,. This shows that 
Theorem 4 does not hold for rings of characteristic 0. 
Remark. It was shown in [5 ] that infinite nil rings have infinite subrings 
with the property P,. 
PROBLEM 2. Let R be an infinite nil ring and let S be a subset which is 
maximal with the property P,. Is 2”’ > 1 R /? 
PROBLEM 3. Let R be an infinite nil ring and let S be a subset which is 
maximal with the property P,, , . Is 2’“’ > /R /? 
EXAMPLE 2. From ] 1, Theorem 3 ] and the argument of the first 
paragraph of the proof of ] 1, Theorem 2] it can be shown that for each 
cardinal K such that rci = 2” and each finite field F there exists a bilinear 
form 7 on the IC’ -dimensional space V over F having the property that every 
y-symmetric subspace of V has dimension at most tc. (A subspace W of V is 
y-symmetric if y is symmetric on W.) We turn F @ V into a ring R which has 
index of nilpotence 3 by defining (a, u)(b, w) = (~(0, w), 0) for each a, b E F 
and v, w E V. If S is any subset of R maximal with respect to the property 
P, (2<a<w+ l), then /S/<K<K + = 1 R ]. In addition, if A is any abelian 
subgroup of the adjoint group G of R, then ]A I Q K < K+ = 1 Gl. 
THEOREM 5. Let R be a ring of uncountable regular cardinality with a 
(strictly increasing) series (R,) of subrings such that for limit ordinals p. 
R, = u*<o R,, R=UR,, and such that R, is a two-sided ideal of R,, , 
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and IR,l < IRlf or each a. If S is any subring of R with (R,l’“’ < JR 1 for all 
a, then / arm(S)1 = 1 R /. (If each of the R a is only a left ideal of R (I + , , then 
I ann,(S)I = IF I.1 1 n particular, every maximal commutative subring A of R 
satisfies ml”’ > IR /for some m < lR 1. 
Proof: Let 0 = fl(l R I). Well-order R = {rn / a < 0) so that 
(1) r, E&l+, and (2) r, E R, implies that r, E R, for all CJ <p,, Since 
ISI<IRI, S~(rJa<~} for some y<O. For each sES and E such that 
7, @ R,+ ,, let P,~(F) and V,(F) be defined by ru,,,) = sr, and r,.,cE, = r,s. Let u 
be the first ordinal such that r, E R,, , . Since (r,, 1 a < y} s R”, both sr, and 
r,s E R,. If e <,u~(E) or E < I)~(&), then rE E R(,, a contradiction. It follows 
that ,~&a) < F and V,(E) < F. Let Z = (E 1 rE @J R y+, and cf(F) > I St}. Let 
P(F) = sup(~~(~), V,(E) 1 s E S}. Since E is not cofinal with IS/, Y(E) < c:. Since 
C is a stationary subset of 0, there exists a stationary subset T of C such 
that q is constant on T and I TI = lR I (see 141 and 161). Hence there exists 
7 < 0 such that srE, r,s E R, for all e E T and s E S. Define an equivalence 
relation - on T by p - CJ if and only if for all s E S, sr, = sr, and r,s = r,s. 
Since the number of equivalence classes is less than or equal to the number 
of subsets of R, of cardinality 2 /S 1, there are at most I R,l’“’ < 1 R / 
equivalence classes and since 1 R I is regular. one must have cardinality 1 R I. 
that is, there exists U 5 T with / cil = 1 R 1 such that for all p, o E U and for 
every s E S, sr, = sr,and r,s = r,s. Then (rp - r,)s = 0 = s(r, - rU) for all 
p,aE U and SE S. so (r, - rn 1 a,pE U)Z arm(S). This shows that 
1 ann( = 1 R 1. If A is a maximal commutative subring with IA 1 < 1 R 1 and 
1 RJ” < 1 R / for all a, then IAl > 1 ann( = IR 1, a contradiction. 
Remark. The preceding argument was also used in 12, Theorem 1 I. 
Following the same line of reasoning as used in [ 2 1, R. Laver and the author 
have observed that if one assumes the generalized continuum hypothesis 
(GCH), Theorem 5 can be extended to all uncountable cardinals (see 
Theorem 8). We shall require some preliminary results. 
If S is a subring of a ring R, we let N(S) = (r E R I rS z S and Sr z S}. 
Clearly, N(S) is a ring and S is an ideal of N(S). We let [R : S] denote the 
number of cosets of (S, +) in (R, +). 
LEMMA 6. Let R be a ring, S a subring, and I an ideal containing S. 
Then IR : ann(S)] < II x II’“‘. 
Proof: For each FE R/arm(S) we define 
a?: S-Ix1 
by BF(x) = (rx, xr). It is easy to show that the map 7+ 6, is l--l and 
therefore the lemma holds. 
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LEMMA 7. Let R be an infinite ring and S a subring. If S is a subset of 
an ideal I and (I(“’ < \R(, then 
/ ann(S)( = (R /. 
Proof. If I is finite, IR/ann(Z)j < )I X I\“’ < K. < ] R I by Lemma 6. If I is 
infinite, [R : ann(S)] < 11 X 11 Is’ = IZj’“’ < (RI. In both cases, we conclude 
(ann(S)( = (R (. 
THEOREM 8 (GCH). Let R be an uncountable ring with a series (R,) of 
subrings such that R, is a two-sided ideal of R, + , , for limit ordinals p, R, = 
U a,,ilRo, R =lJ R,, and \R,l < IRJ. If S is any subring of R with jSj < 
cfjR/ and IR,jtS’<IRIfor alla, then jann(S)/==(RI. (Ifeach of the R, is 
only a left ideal of R a + , , then / arm,(S)/ = ) R I.) In particular, every maximal 
commutative subring A of R satisJes either (1) /A ) > cf IR 1 or (2) ml*’ > IR j 
for some m < [RI. 
Proof. Suppose R is a counterexample of smallest (singular) cardinality. 
Since /S/ < cf(R(, there is some a such that S<R,, 1st < lR,l and 
1 ann( < IR,I. Th ere are two cases. If there exists a y> CI such that 
IR~+llW~l++~ then by GCH, JR,(‘S’ < [ Ry+ 1 j. Thus Lemma 7 applies, so 
laWS)l Z l&+,1 > IRA a contradiction. On the other hand, if no such 7 
exists, there is a first ordinal p such that /R, I = /R, 1 “. First, assume that p 
is a limit ordinal. Then R, = uoCrr R,. By GCH, if /I <p, then JR,j’S’ < 
(IRJ’)‘” =1&l+ < lR,l, so Theorem 5 applies and yields J ann(S)/ > 
/R, / > I R,l, a contradiction. Second, assume that ,u is not a limit ordinal, say 
~=a+ 1. Then by GCH, (R,(‘“’ = ([R,I’)‘“’ = lR,l+ < jR,,+II, so 
Lemma 7 yields ( ann(S)/ > (R,, ,I >, ( R, I, a contradiction. 
THEOREM 9. Let R be a ring with 1 R I > m > No. If R has a (strictly 
increasing) series (R,) of subrings such that for limit ordinals j?, R, = 
U nib R,, R = U R,, R,= (0) and such that R, is an ideal of R,,, and 
IR * R, j < m for all CY $ 1. then R has a commutative subring A such a+i . 
that ml”’ > /R /. 
Prooj Letq=sup(lAIIAcommutative}andsupposen-ssup{(m”’)’ IA 
commutative} < 1 RI. If there exists A such that IA j = q, then n = (m“)+. By 
Theorem 5, RBCn, has a commutative subring A such that 1 R(,(,,, j < 
(m”)“” < mq. contradicting ( RRCnjI = (mY) ’ . On the other hand, if 
sup, m, = q, every maximal commutative subring A of R, ,,,,,,, +,, ) has 
/A / > m, by Theorem 5, so we can find a commutative subring of power q. 
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